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Sedges Canal Lake # Points Qualifier 

18 members entered this match but with two late non fishers (peg fee paid) 

we were down to 16.  

Nets were collected from the fishery and we all made our way down to the 

Canal Lake car park where the eagerly awaited draw got underway. Following 

local advice alternate pegs at the shallower end were left out to give the less 

favoured pegs more of a fighting chance but unfortunately those pegs did not 

perform well as feared. The best weights came from the far bank at the car 

park end as predicted with Andy Phillip taking top weight with a good 46.07 

bag of carp and the best silvers bag of 8.08 to boot totalling 1,135 qualifying 

points for the Rose Bowl and 15 points towards the Championship, well done 

Andy.  

Full results as follows; 

1. Andy Phillip  peg 64,  54.15 

2. Steve Parker  peg 63,  24.08 

3. Lee Tucker  peg 61,  23.05 

4. Paul Blake  peg42,  21.07 (Section A) 

5. Dave Pope  peg 41,  16.08 

6. Robin Cox   peg 60,  16.00 (Section B) 

7. Jamie Rich  peg58 ,  12.05 

8. Andy Downton  peg 48,  8.12 

9. Josh Tucker  peg 56,  8.03 (Best Silvers) 

10. Jake Berkley  peg 45,  6.06 

11. Chris White  peg 52,  5.12 

12. Andy Burns  peg 43,  5.09 

13. Terence Morgan peg46,  3.12 
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14. Shane Robinson peg 54,  3.07 

15. Jon Fowler  peg 47,  3.04 

16. Derek Goad  peg 52,  2.00 

Concerns with the weather turned out to be of no concern as we all set up in 

the dry and packed up in the dry. Our thanks must go to the weigh masters 

Dave Pope, Andy Burns, Paul Blake, Andy Downton and Jake Berkley for 

helping out on the day and thank you all for supporting the match. For those 

following the Rose Bowl and Championship points standings go to the coloured 

boxes adjacent to this report on the club website.  

Hope to see you all at Avalon on Sunday 4 July but until then, wherever you 

fish.  

Tightlines. 


